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To say Shir is unpopular is a understatement. In fact she's less than homely, therefore a target of casual
cruelty in high school. Even though she wishes to remain invisible, bullies find ways of tormenting her,
viciously. Worse still, she's an outcast in her own family.

There are two areas where Shir can overcome her negative self image. One is at her part-time job where the
kindly Mr. A has hired her as the driver of his grocery delivery truck. The other is at her secret retreat -
myplace - where she can sip her beer and watch the river, undisturbed.

But neither sanctuary is safe; Shir discovers that Mr. A's kindness is part of a plot to use her as an
accomplice in shady dealings, and her haven by the river is intruded upon by a boy who simply won't go
away. While these invasions shatter her initially, both lead to her throwing off the mantle of victim and
asserting herself for the first time in her life.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Hopkins:

The book untitled Born Ugly is the publication that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that publisher use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of analysis when write the
book, to ensure the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could
possibly get the e-book of Born Ugly from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Lawrence Sawyer:

With this era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you are related
is just spending your time little but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of the books in the top
listing in your reading list is Born Ugly. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you
closer in becoming precious person. By looking upward and review this guide you can get many advantages.

Bruce Herrera:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This specific book Born Ugly was bright colored and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Born Ugly has many kinds or type. Start from kids until teenagers.
For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there.
Therefore not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and chill out.
Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading that will.

John Montes:

Guide is one of source of expertise. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students and also native
or citizen will need book to know the change information of year for you to year. As we know those guides
have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world. With
the book Born Ugly we can acquire more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? For being
creative person must prefer to read a book. Simply choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't
become doubt to change your life by this book Born Ugly. You can more attractive than now.
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